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*New survey results reveal ongoing challenges faced by community behavioral health organizations confirming the need for the urgent emergency funding requested by the National Council this month*.

Behavioral health organizations have canceled, rescheduled and even turned away patients, according to results of a new survey on the economic impact of COVID‐19 --- an impact felt even more among smaller organizations. The survey of 880 community behavioral health organizations (CBHOs) around the country served to clarify the impact of the virus on patients, employment safety and financial viability.

The online survey, "COVID‐19 Economic Impact on Behavioral Health Organizations," was conducted by ndp\|analytics and the National Council for Behavioral Health and released April 16.

While Congress provided some funding for CBHOs in its last stimulus package, it didn\'t do nearly enough to stave the challenging conditions providers are now faced with, says the president and CEO of the National Council for Behavioral Health. "It helped, but it did not solve the full problem," Chuck Ingoglia told *MHW*.

Most behavioral health not‐for‐profit organizations tend to not have a lot of cash reserves, said Ingoglia. Most did not provide telehealth pre‐epidemic, which means they have to purchase new computers, he said. "You have to have full infrastructure; that means new equipment and data plans" to ensure consumers have adequate internet capacity, Ingoglia said. "All of this costs money," he said.

Some of the organizations have programs where staff may provide in‐school services, he said. "Schools aren\'t open," said Ingoglia. "What do you do with those staff?" Other organizations might have small intensive partial hospitalization programs, and they might or might not have telehealth services, he said.

The National Council this month pressed Congress to provide additional emergency funding for \$38.5 billion because "the pandemic caused by COVID‐19 is decimating clinics and creating enormous barriers to access for people struggling with mental health and addiction," they stated. (At *MHW* press time, the Senate passed a \$484 billion bill to expand small‐business aid and boost funding for hospitals and testing.)
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The 880 CBHOs surveyed have canceled, rescheduled or turned away 31% of patients, and 61.8% have closed at least one program (see graph on p. 3). Nearly all (92.6%) have reduced their operations.

The survey found even more severe impacts for smaller organizations (serving 2,000 patients or less annually), which have canceled, rescheduled or turned away 36.1% of patients.

According to the employment impact, 46.7% of behavioral health organizations have had to, or plan to, lay off or furlough employees as a result of COVID‐19. Layoffs and furloughs are most prevalent at larger organizations (serving over 8,000 patients annually), where 49.8% have had to, or plan to, lay off or furlough employees.

Survey respondents (82.9%) report they do not have enough personal protective equipment (PPE) for two months of operations. The lack of PPE is most prevalent at medium‐sized organizations (serving between 2,000 and 8,000 patients annually), where 86.5% of organizations do not believe they have enough PPE for two months.

Earlier this month, the National Council requested Vice President Mike Pence\'s help in locating PPE for behavioral health care providers.
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According to the survey, 62.1% of behavioral health organizations believe they can only survive financially for three months or less under the current COVID‐19 conditions. Only 94% of organizations believe they could survive a year or more.

While 12.9% of larger organizations expect to survive past the one‐year mark, only 6% of smaller organizations believe that is possible.

Ingoglia stated that so far, behavioral health organizations have not had to cease operations altogether. The concerns, however, are still there, he said. "How much money can they bear?" he noted. It\'s what led the National Council to make that emergency funding request to Congress to address the pandemic\'s impact on the enormous barriers for people struggling with mental health and addiction.

Even in the face of much uncertainty and tremendous challenges, behavioral health providers are still delivering meals, for example, even if day programs are no longer meeting, said Ingoglia. "You don\'t want to abandon clients or the community in the midst of a pandemic," he said.
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The National Council is also concerned about the "next wave" of issues to occur following this pandemic, which is the mental health and addiction impact, he said. "Alcohol consumption has gone up, as well as increasing levels of anxiety and depression," Ingoglia stated. "You don\'t want behavioral health to implode."

Mental health and addictions providers are going to be very much in demand. "We\'re already on shaky ground," Ingoglia said. Before this next need emerges, it\'s important that providers be at the ready and are able to provide services, he said.

The good news, he noted, is that there is a lot of awareness around mental health and addiction and the impact of COVID‐19. The survey helped put in perspective the crisis confronting behavioral health organizations, he said.

"We\'re incredibly proud of behavioral health organizations all over the country" that are moving forward with telehealth support in such a short time frame and delivering food and medication to established clients, said Ingoglia. "There\'s been no focus on the incredible work they\'re doing to continue to be an important support for their clients and community," he said.
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The CEO of the Mental Health Association of Essex and Morris Inc. said he is pleased that New Jersey has been proactive and flexible and has provided regulatory relief. "It\'s been a tremendous help," Robert Davison told *MHW*. "We\'re very grateful."

The association\'s main office in North Jersey is roughly 15 miles west of Manhattan, with additional offices also close by in East Orange, West Orange, Passaic and Parsippany. "We are in the epicenter," said Davison. "It\'s been unprecedented and has had a dramatic impact on our agency and our ability to deliver services."

"Many parts of the country are not impacted as much as New Jersey," added Davison. "We\'re providing services to the extent that we can." The association has applied for the Paycheck Protection Program but hasn\'t heard back yet, he said.

"We transitioned very quickly to telehealth," said Davison. "Fortunately, we had the technology infrastructure needed to do that." The Mental Health Association of Essex and Morris was also one of the 800 responding organizations to the National Council\'s survey.

The association\'s clients are still very vulnerable, he noted. Social workers continue to make food and medication deliveries. Additionally, patients are being given injections and having their blood levels taken. "The providers are doing face‐to‐face consultations while following CDC \[Centers for Disease Control and Prevention\] guidelines," he said, adding that services are also being provided to the homeless community.

"Our direct care staff has been very heroic in carrying out their duties," Davison said. Many staff are conducting telehealth and care management services and psychiatric counseling.

However, providers are still losing about \$50,000 a week, he said, even after considerable regulation relief.
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"I\'m concerned about the curve behind the curve," said Davison, explaining that by saying that any economic downturn, much less a pandemic, results in increases in domestic violence and mental illness and substance abuse issues. "What are we going to do to flatten that curve?" he noted.

Davison added, "There needs to be a process in place right now to ensure behavioral health services in this country are sustainable now and in the future."

As the government works on its fourth economic stimulus package, "it\'s important that the behavioral health community is remembered in that package in order to sustain current activities and prepare for the future," said Davison.
